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Over the years the demand for monitoring flow has become 
increasingly important. Climate change and water scarcity 
issues have increased the demand to quantify increasingly 
smaller flows. In the past, measuring flow in pipes for the 
full range of conditions (partially full and full flowing) has ap-
plied a variety of technologies for “good enough” or “close 
enough” flow measurement. SonTek has been measuring flow 
for almost 20 years, and decided to take on the challenge 
of developing an affordable instrument that can accurately 
measure flow in pipes. 

Combining our previous expertise with feedback from the 
flow monitoring industry, engineers at SonTek took on the 
challenge. Working with funding from a Small Business Innova-
tion Research (SBIR) grant from the United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) SonTek/YSI developed an innovative 
and advanced solution for monitoring in open channels; the 
SonTek-IQ or commonly known as the IQ – I for Intelligent, Q 
commonly known in hydrology for Flow. 

The IQ has been extensively tested at flow laboratories and 
field sites making sure that the solution is not only robust and 
provides high quality data, but also is user friendly and easy 
to use. At the request of a number of customers SonTek took 
this one step further – we built an instrument that measures 
flow in pipes. 

The SonTek-IQ Pipe is an intelligent flow meter with custom-
ized flow algorithms for closed conduits or pipes. The inno-
vative 5-beam design incorporates a vertical beam and four 
velocity profiling beams. The vertical beam works in tandem 
with a high-resolution pressure sensor to define water level 
that is then used to compute channel cross-sectional area (via 
a user entered cross-sectional survey).  The four velocity pro-
filing beams measure the horizontal and vertical distribution 
of velocities in the channel - in the end the SonTek-IQ Pipe 
provides accurate flow data that you can make decisions on 
in full and partially full pipes. 

The SonTek-IQ Pipe is intended as either a bottom or top 
mounted flow meter that can be used in most industrial or 
agricultural applications.

With a special form factor, the SonTek-IQ Pipe can provide 
accurate flow values in pipes from 0.5 all the way to 5.0 m, 
independent of whether these pipes are full or have only a 
few inches of water in them.
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The SonTek- IQ  Pipe measures the horizontal and vertical 
distribution of water velocity as well as water level data to 
determine flow. With velocity profiling cells as small as 2 cm, 
end users can rely on high resolution velocity data and high 
quality flow data.  For partially full pipes the system is mounted 
on the bottom of the pipe, “up-looking” while in pipes that 
are always full flowing, the system can be mounted from the 
top looking down. 

Top mounted systems avoid burial issues due to sedimenta-
tion. After talking extensively with water managers in the water 
industry, SonTek determined that having reliable and robust 
flow data from the field is extremely important for decision 
making. Existing technologies provide data, but limitations 
due to accuracy can create problems. For example, is an 
Irrigation District providing the farmer the right amount of 
water? Not enough water means an unhappy farmer with low 
crop yields; while too much water means lost revenue for the 
irrigation district.  The bottom line is that water is a valuable 
resource and the SonTek-IQ Pipe provides data for sound 
decision making.

The SonTek-IQ software package is the starting point for inter-
facing with the instrument. The Smart Page has built-in icons 
that guide users through the configuration steps to collect 
the best possible data. 

After configuring the SonTek-IQ Pipe, data collection and 

Custom-fit for the IQ Pipe, this easy to use mounting ring will 
make system installation a breeze. Fits pipe diameters from 
16 in (41 cm) to 36 in (91 cm). 

Unlike many other flow meters available today, the SonTek-IQ 
Pipe automatically determines if the pipe is full or partially 
full, and identifies the best technique to use to measure the 
velocity of the water. This information is then used to compute 
flow, along with accurate water level data provided by the 
vertical beam and/or pressure sensor. All this without additional 
configuration.

ATTRIBUTES

•	Two along-axis velocity profiling beams (25° off the 
vertical axis) 

o Measures vertical stratification of channel velocities

•	Two skew velocity profiling beams (37° off the vertical 
axis and 45° horizontal axis)

o Measures the horizontal distribution of channel 
velocities

•	 Intelligent adaptive sampling via SmartPulseHD

o Dynamic selection and optimization of the acoustic 
pulsing scheme based on water depth, flow velocity 
and turbulence

•	Robust water level

o Combines data from vertical beam and integrated 
pressure sensor

•	High resolution temperature sensor

•	Communicates via RS-232, SDI-12 and Modbus

•	Mounting brackets allow for a quick and easy installation

•	External power (8- 15 VDC) required

•	4 GB internal recorder provides data storage for years
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The “SmartPage” has built-in icons that guide users through 
the configuration steps to collect the best possible data. 
Want to run some statistics on the data? You can do that too, 
with just one click.

Simply input the channel geometry using the intuitive SonTek-
IQ software and you are outputting accurate flow data in 
minutes!

downloading is easy. Simply connect to the system to down-
load data files – the software organizes data files like a data-
base; files can be sorted by Site name, File name, IQ Serial 
number and Operator name, allowing users to find and use 
data quickly and easily. The organized structure of icons at 
the top of the screen provides users quick an easy options for 
creating graphs and viewing tabular data. 

Creating reports are easy – graphs generated by the IQ soft-
ware can be copied and pasted or inserted into any document. 
Want to run some statistics on the data? You can do that too, 
with just one click. 

Water users will quickly realize that the SonTek-IQ was de-
signed and built with the end user in mind. From installation 
and integration to configuration, downloading and data pro-
cessing, the SonTek-IQ Pipe is remarkably easy to use.  Water 
managers around the world will appreciate the accuracy of 
the SonTek-IQ Pipe. Finally, an easy-to-use and affordable flow 
monitoring solution that provides flow data decision makers 
can rely on!

An example of data typically collected by the SonTek-IQ Pipe.
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Parameter SonTek-IQ Pipe
Minimum Operating Depth 0.08 m / 0.3 ft
Maximum Operating Depth 5.0 m / 16.5 ft

Horizontal and vertical beam width 1.4°
True Compass Tilt ±1°

Water Level Range (Vertical Beam) 0.05 – 5 m
Water Level Accuracy 0.1% of measured depth or ±0.003 m (0.0001 ft) whichever is greater
Pressure Sensor Range 10 m

Pressure Sensor Accuracy 0.1% of full scale
Power Input 8 – 15 VDC

Power Consumption (data collection) 0.5 – 1.0 W
Power Consumption (idle) < 0.02 W

Pressure Rating 30 m
Communications RS232, SDI-12, ModBus

Two along axis profiling beams 25° off vertical axis, along axis of channel
Two skew profiling beams 37° off vertical and 45° off center axis of channel

Velocity Range ±5 m/s
Resolution 0.0001 m/s (0.00003ft/s)

Velocity Accuracy ±1% of measured velocity, ±0.5 cm/s (0.015 ft/s)
Temperature Sensor Resolution/ Accuracy ±0.01°C /±0.02°C

Smart Pulse enabled Profiling, 100 cell maximum output
Operating and Storage Temperature -5 to 60° C

Velocity Indexing Enabled
Memory 4 GB

Software functionality Reprocessing, Diagnostics, Display and Export

SonTek-IQ Pipe Specifications 

Founded in 1992 and advancing environmental science globally, 
SonTek manufactures acoustic Doppler instrumentation for water 
velocity measurement in oceans, rivers, lakes, harbors, canals, estuaries, 
industrial pipes and laboratories. SonTek’s sophisticated and proprietary 
technology serves as the foundation for some of the industry’s most 
trusted flow data collection systems. SonTek is headquartered in San 
Diego, California, and is a division of Xylem Inc. 


